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EX/P3-14 Spontaneous and Artificial Generation of Shear Flow in Oblate FRCs in TS-3 and 4
FRC Experiments

T. M\atsuyama, Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan
Contact: motsu lkatsurai. t.un-tokyo.aoc.jp

Abstract:. Spontaneous formation of toroidal flow shear was identified for the first time in oblate FRCs of
TS-3 and 4 experiments. Their velocities around 10 km/sec were found to peak around the magnetic axes.
In high-s FRC (averaged number of ion gyro-radius "s" r-4.5) with low velocity, its n=1 mode kept growing,
causing collapse of the whole configuration. However, in low-s ERG (sr..3) with fast flow, the rotating n=2
mode became dominant after n=1 mode saturation. The spontaneous formation of flow shear possibly
transformed the n=1 mode into the n=2 rotational mode, suggesting a new flow-shear stabilization of
n=1 mode. The forced generation of flow shear was also demonstrated using the "sling shot" effect of
the counterhelicity reconnection. The n=1 and 2 mode amplitudes were reduced by factor 5-10 due to
the shear-flow. A new continuous generation of shear flow is being demonstrated for the stabilization and
heating of ERG by use of multiple (more than two) merging of spheromaks with opposing Bt.
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EX/P3-15 High-Beta Characteristics of First and Second-Stable Spherical Tokamaks in Recon-
nection Heating Experiments of TS-3

Y. Ono, High Temperature Plasma Center, University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan
Contact: ono~tanuki. t.u-tokyo. ac.jp

Abstract: Novel formations of ultra-high-beta Spherical Tokamak (ST) have been developed in the TS-3
device using high power heating of merging/ reconnection. In Type-A merging, two STs were merged
together to build up the plasma beta. In Type-B merging, an oblate FRC was initially formed by merging
of two spheromaks with opposing toroidal field Bt. and was transformed into an ultra-high-beta ST by
applying external Bt. Ballooning stability analyses confirmed formations of the first-stable fiTs by Type-
A merging and the second-stable STs by Type-B merging and also the unstable fiTs by both mergings,
revealing the ballooning stability window consistent with measured high-n instabilities. We made (1) those
model analyses of the produced fiTs for the first time using the BALLOO stability code, revealing that
hollowness/ broadness of current/ pressure profiles widen significantly the window to the second-stable
regime. This paper also addresses (2) normalized betas of the second-stable STs as large as 6-17 for
comparison with the Troyon scaling and (3) a promising scaling of the reconnection heating energy.
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EX/P3-16 Achieving and Sustaining Steady-State Advanced Tokamak Conditions on DIII-D

M. R. Wade, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, USA
Contact: wade flfusion.gat.com

Abstract: Recent improvements in the stability and confinement quality of tokamnak plasmas have opened
up the possibility of reactor scenarios that are steady-state yet have comparable power producing capabil-
ities as pulsed designs. Taking advantage of these advances, the DIII-D Advanced Tokamak program has
demonstrated the feasibility of sustaining conditions that combine high fusion power density (beta > 4%)
and high bootstrap current fraction (-65%) for -4 7E. The duration of the high performance conditions
is limited only by evolution of the current profile. Access to normalized beta values well above the ideal
no-wall limit has been accomplished through stabilization of the resistive wall mode via plasma rotation.
Modeling indicates that with density control consistent with that achieved experimentally, off-axis electron
cyclotron current drive should be able to maintain a favorable current density profile for several seconds.
Progress towards integration of these various elements into a self-consistent solution will be discussed.
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